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Spot Plays (through 1/28/17): 
27-7-3-3 
26% winners; 48% in the money  
 
 
Spot Plays: Gulfstream Park 
February 4, 2017 
 
 
RACE FOUR—The Kitten’s Joy 
(1:30 P.M. Eastern): 
The bay colt HOLIDAY STONE has yet to run a poor race and will get tested 
for class stepping up to listed stakes company in this eight-furlong turf 
affair. Son of Harlan’s Holiday ran a big race when stretching out around 
two turns, as he rallied stoutly from off the pace and was kissed into the 
win over fellow entrant LEMONIST in an entry-level allowance, optional 
claiming heat in Hallandale Beach last December. He has some natural 
speed (note turf sprints) which will help him overcome his wide post draw, 
and he fired off the layoff in is most recent start; choice at a square price. 
The two-time stakes winner MADE YOU LOOK is a deserved even-money 
favorite in this heat, and he’s coming off a convincing winning 
performance as the chalk in the Dania Beach (G3) nearly 30 days ago in 
his debut on the weeds in Hallandale Beach. More Than Ready colt is 
another that has yet to put forth a poor effort in his career, but it’s worth 
noting that the runner-up in the Dania Beach (G3) and fellow entrant 
CLYDE’S IMAGE was nearly 46-1 in that heat and was coming out of high-
end maiden-claiming company; obvious contender, inclined to back value 
for top honors. KITTEN’S CAT split the field in the key local prep for this 
race—the Dania Beach Stakes (G3)—making a useful middle move before 
being one-paced in the stretch drive off a near two-month layoff. Bay colt 
will be tighter making his second start off the sidelines, and he’s a stakes 
winner on grass over the six-and-a-half panel downhill turf course at Santa 
Anita. He has some back class, however both his prior turf wins have been 
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in one-turn heats; improvement expected. SONIC BOOM is a better turf 
horse on paper, and he will return to the grass in this spot off a third-place 
finish on the dirt at Churchill Downs at the tepid 2-1 favorite. Chestnut son 
of More Than Ready was on three and a quarter lengths off the honest 
Southern California turf campaigner Big Score when last seen off the turf, 
and his work time during his time away from the races—exclusively on turf 
at Palm Meadows—is sharp; dirt-to-turf angle looks playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-7-2 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—The Sweetest Chant (G3) 
(5:05 P.M. Eastern): 
The gray filly OKINAWA will be the overlooked part of the uncoupled Chad 
Brown entry, and she has a legitimate shot at a price to give the trainer his 
sixth consecutive win in this eight-furlong turf test for sophomore fillies. 
Improving daughter of The Factor steps up to graded-stakes company 
while facing winners for the first time—typically not angles that I like to 
endorse—however, she’s the lone speed in the race on paper and draws the 
rail. Her form has improved since she tried the grass and stretched out 
around two turns two starts back and while she may be considered the 
“rabbit” for her more fancied stablemate RYMSKA, the lack of early pace 
assembled in this spot gives her a legitimate chance to wire the field if 
jockey Castellano, who is back for a return engagement, can back down the 
early splits for a half-mile; lots to like. The Glen Hill homebred 
COMPELLED is bred top and bottom to relish the turf (by War Front out of 
s Dynaformer mare), and she has never run a poor race on the surface 
from four prior starts. I like the fact that she won a restricted stakes with 
ease in her first start against winners, and she’s undefeated on turf in two-
turns races. Florida-bred is less than a length from being a perfect four-for-
four lifetime, and the Tom Proctor barn is more than capable of getting one 
ready to win off a layoff. She could be any kind of turf filly; major player. 
The French-bred filly RYMSKA has yet to win a race stateside or around a 
left-handed course, but she drops out of the Breeder’s Cup Juvenile Filly 
Turf (G1) in this affair to kick-off her three-year-old campaign. Daughter of 
Le Havre (Ire) was only beaten three lengths and change for all the money 
in the Breeder’s Cup at 12-1 while getting Lasix for the first time. She 
won’t face stablemate New Money Honey, who has handed her both her 
U.S. losses in this spot, however she will be low odds and both her previous 
wins have come against sketchy company in her native country. Likely for 
part, taking a stand against for top honors. FIFTY FIVE has never run a 
bad race on grass, and the dyed-in-the-wool closer ran a big race when 
stepped out of restricted company to beat fellow entrant, and sometimes 
workmate for the champion mare Tepin, TAMIT in her first start against 
winners. New York–bred in a one-run type filly that turns back a sixteenth 
of a mile in this spot, and there isn’t a lot of early pace assembled in this 
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spot to set up her late move; rallies for a share of the purse with a top 
effort. 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-7-9  
 
RACE TWELVE—The Lambholm South Holy Bull (G2) 
(5:35 P.M. Eastern): 
It’s no secret that top-rated three-year-old colt CLASSIC EMPIRE is the 
horse to beat in this year’s renewal of the Lambholm South Holy Bull 
Stakes (G2), however at 3-5 on the morning line, this may be the best 
chance at trying to beat him coming off a three-month layoff trying a mile 
and a sixteenth race over a surface over which he’s unproven in the 
afternoon. That said, I’ll take a shot with the longhshot TALK LOGISTICS, a 
chestnut son of High Cotton that has never missed the trifecta from three 
starts lifetime. Both of this colt’s prior losses have come at the hands of the 
honest colt Sonic Mule (a winner of four-of-seven lifetime starts and is 7-2 
on the morning line for today’s Swale Stakes (G2) earlier on the card), and 
he has retained honest form while stepping up to stakes company. On the 
down side, he sports a sprint-oriented pedigree and will make his two-turn 
debut in this spot, but, on paper, he has the looks of a horse that likes to 
settle and make one run. Recent bullet half-mile breeze in :47 4/5 will have 
him on his toes; live longshot. CLASSIC EMPIRE is the class of the field and 
clearly the one to fear in the affair, however the champion juvenile colt of 
2016 will be making his first start in 90 days in this spot and is unproven 
over Gulfstream’s dirt strip. Bay colt has won four-of-five starts lifetime 
including a pair of grade 1 events, and he’s undefeated in blinkers, an 
equipment change that seems to have alleviated his occasional gate antics. 
Obvious contender, but may be a start away from his best effort at a very 
short price; has the looks of an underlay. GUNNEVERA has won three of 
his past four starts, including a pair of graded stakes, however he was no 
match for CLASSIC EMPIRE at Keeneland two starts back while being the 
recipient of a wide trip off a layoff. He returns to the races off a freshening 
in this spot and is a deep closer over a racetrack that is typically unkind to 
late-running types. His only losses have come at the hands of stakes 
winners but he may be a start away from his best effort; likely for part, 
others offer more appeal for top honors. FACT FINDING is a perfect three-
for-three lifetime but steps up in class and is unproven around two-turns. 
Gray colt is the likely early speed of the race on paper, however IRISH 
WAR CRY has a comparable early lick and may soften this guy up early; 
hangs on for part with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-1-6  
  
 
 
 
 


